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Innovation: Rebuilds, Service & Design
Executive Summary
To innovate is to bring something new to an environment – to take the lead or initiative in the
development of new methods, ideas or products. Valmet is an innovator, as shown by the equipment,
processes and service methodologies developed by them and used to great effect in the pulp and paper
industry.
This technical paper includes several examples of Valmet innovation in various areas. First, we examine
innovative emergency service provided for the Arauco earthquake-damaged recovery boiler. Then we
review a unique approach to top felting at a pulp mill. Next, we discuss ground breaking technologies in
curtain coating (OptiLayer C) and the metal belt calendering (ValZone). Finally, recent developments in
roll covers are explained, including the new PressPolar energy-reducing roll cover.
Innovation is not just equipment and processes – it's also the people that make them happen. Valmet is
proud to employ Mika Vilmanmaa, winner of the prestigious Marcus Wallender Prize for hot metal belt
calendering, and Greg Van Handel, Director of Roll Services and his team, who together started up
advanced polyurethane roll covering systems at Valmet roll shops to better service North American mills.
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Innovative service - restoration of earthquake-damaged boiler
One of the world's strongest recorded earthquakes struck Chile on February 27, 2010. With a magnitude
of 8.8 and lasting up to three minutes, it was felt in up to six Chilean regions, which together contain 80
percent of the country's population (Figure 1). When the tremors of the earthquake struck the Arauco
pulp mill, recovery boiler No. 2 was in
full operation. Modern recovery
boilers are designed to withstand
extremely adverse conditions but the
power of this earthquake was so
massive that the horizontal
movements damaged the earthquake
supports. The main beams from
which the 3,800 tonne boiler hung
were overloaded and buckled, and
recovery boiler No. 2 ended up tilted
inside the boiler building (Figure 2),
partly hanging, and partly standing
on surrounding equipment and parts
Figure 1. An 8.8 magnitude earthquake struck Chile in February 2010.
of the boiler building.
The 500,000 tonne/year production of pulp was paralyzed and Celulosa Arauco y Constitucíon had to
seek solutions fast, as explained by Patricio Henríquez, Engineering and Construction Director from
Celulosa Arauco y Constitucíon S. A: "The Arauco plant plays an important part in the businesses of the
Arauco group and we needed to get it back to full production as soon as possible. The first challenge was
to determine if the recovery boiler could be repaired, and if so, how to raise it. Another challenge was to
get new parts quickly." Henríquez continues: "We needed a supplier that understood all the necessary
specialties, such as inspections, engineering, manufacturing, construction, training, support during
startup and operational control. We also needed a flexible partner that could adapt to the situation."

Figure 2. The recovery boiler tilted inside the building, as shown by
this air duct.
© Valmet

Valmet quickly had a team on site and
started assessing the situation. Mikael
Sjöblom, Lead Engineer: "My first
thought when I saw the boiler was that
it was incredible that it was still in one
piece. The fact that the boiler was
heavily tilted was amazing, but the
damage to the superior structure was
unlike anything else. The columns had
collapsed 50-100 mm vertically and the
main beams, 18 meters long, 1 meter
wide and 3 meters high, were twisted. It
was a miracle that they still managed to
support the boiler."
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Mauritz Djup, Sales & Project Manager at Valmet, emphasizes: "This was – for the boiler service
operations in Valmet – one of the largest orders received in terms of order value, EUR 27 million. This
reflects the gigantic task that we set out to accomplish together."

Unusual challenges – exemplary cooperation
According to Glauco Reis, Valmet, the major goal was to get the boiler back in operation in as little as
seven months. "This involved the creation of the project, manufacture, shipping, disassembly, assembly
and commissioning in a true racing tempo," he said, explaining that all activities were performed at plant
shutdown pace, with work on three shifts, 24 hours a day, Monday to Saturday, in order to respect the
Chilean labor legislation. Planning and project management was also a challenge and Reis describes some
of the strategies chosen: "We conducted a comprehensive inspection quickly after the accident but we
knew that we would find even more damage only after the repair work had started. We therefore
conducted complementary inspections every day to find any further problems that could compromise the
integrity of the boiler. We also established a direct channel between
our team and Arauco. This helped a lot in taking quick action to
correct the items we discovered."
The repair work (Figure 3) was quite unusual, as explained by
Mauritz Djup of Valmet: "We never had one day the same onsite.
The situation was so different to all other work we had done that we
could not solely rely on our long experience and knowledge. We had
to examine each situation separately."
Due to the tight deadline, the engineering, production, and
construction work had to be performed simultaneously. Jörgen
Kollberg was Valmet's Swedish project manager: "The coordination
work was very important. Valmet workshops in Sweden and Finland
worked around the clock to produce equipment for Arauco and the
new parts were sent directly by air." Four of the biggest cargo
airplanes in the world carried 93 tonnes of equipment per plane to
Arauco. Since the planes were so heavily loaded, they had to stop to
refuel three times before arriving in Chile.

Figure 3. Workers cut out one of the
damaged main beams on which the
boiler hangs. Each main beam is 18
meters long, 1 meter wide and 3
meters high.

Innovation and creativity
The most difficult part of the project was to lift the boiler so the structural steel could be repaired. The
height of the boiler is some 50 meters and it weighs almost 1,000 tonnes when empty. One option was to
lift it from above using the hanger rods and the other option was to raise the boiler from below with jacks.
Due to the construction circumstances, the second option was chosen but this presented several new
challenges. Firstly, the boiler is designed to hang from the top beams. This means that the body of the
boiler has limited structural strength and might collapse when only supported from below. The boiler had
also cooled in a tilted position and as a result the boiler furnace was now curved. This made all
calculations on the strength of the boiler fall a little outside the standard scope. Besides this, according to
Valmet's engineers, no one had lifted a recovery boiler from below before.
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Valmet prepared the lift thoroughly. Innovation and creativity,
based on careful calculations, were the main ingredients in the
design work. The boiler body was reinforced and the boiler
prepared for the first lift.

Cautious first lift
The boiler was still partly hanging from the deformed superior
structure when the crew placed ten hydraulic jacks, each with a
weight of 700 kg and a lifting capacity of 350 tonnes, under it,
and another 6 jacks under the steam drum and generating
bank. To decrease the load on the boiler, the steam drum was
first carefully raised a few centimeters. When that part of the
lift was complete, the crew very gently increased pressure on
the jacks under the boiler. The curved furnace made it difficult
to calculate the material stress from the lift, so the crew kept a
close eye out for any signs of structural changes in the boiler
walls (Figure 4). But everything went well and the boiler
slowly rose.

Figure 4. The boiler movement is carefully
monitored during the lift.

It was now time to start repairs of the structural steel.
Most of the damaged parts (Figure 5) were found to be
in such a poor condition that they had to be replaced
instead of repaired.

Great metallic clanging sound
When the
repairs on the
structural steel
were ready, it
was time to get
Figure 5. Dismantling damaged parts of the boiler.
the boiler back
into its normal position. In order to monitor the results of the
second lift precisely, twenty members of Valmet's supervising
team were coordinated by radio and placed in selected locations
around the boiler. Teams of four welders and eight fitters were
positioned on three levels and another eight fitters were located
on the top level. The boiler surroundings were checked on all
levels to ensure free vertical passage. To ensure a smooth and even
lift, boiler and steam drum movements were monitored
throughout the lifting procedure. Everything went according to
plan and the new hanger rods were installed on October 22, 2010
(Figure 6). After this, the jacks were removed and the boiler was
once again suspended from the top structure.

© Valmet

Figure 6. Workers tighten the hanger
rod bolts at the top of the boiler.
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"When we released the hydraulic jacks [Figure 7], the load shifted back to the hanger rods and the
structural steel. As a result, the furnace stretched back from its curved shape. It also swayed a little and
briefly knocked against some of the surrounding equipment and floors. The combined effect was like
when you hit a metal vessel like a saucepan with a metal rod,
but on a much larger scale: A great metallic clanging sound
came from the boiler and echoed back and forth inside the
boiler building. It was quite dramatic on the lower levels," says
Tom Lindström, Lead Mechanical Engineer at Valmet.
This sound also marked a great accomplishment: Early that
evening, the boiler was hanging freely from the new top
structure. The project had successfully reached a very
important milestone and now, on October 22, 2010, repairs on
the recovery boiler and surrounding systems could begin.

Figure 7. Hydraulic jacks (green) below the
boiler. Each of the nine jacks had a lifting
capacity of 350 tonnes.

Positive results at startup, January 2011
The startup of the restored recovery boiler took place on January 28, 2011 and commercial operations
restarted during the second half of February. "This has been a very complex remodeling process," Patricio
Henríquez from Arauco explained. "Arauco's 500,000 tonne/year pulp line No. 2 has been idle since
February 27 last year. Within one year of the earthquake, all Arauco mills are now up and running. Our
cooperation with Valmet has been very successful and work has progressed very well, despite the extreme
conditions. We could see excellent results right from the start of production, as we anticipated. We had no
accidents during the seven months of restoration and the boiler was operating at a high production level
only a few months after operations had resumed."
Henríquez also highlighted the fact that the entire project was a learning process and required a high level
of technical knowledge and experience from the companies involved. "We would not have been this
successful if it had not been for the commitment to the results and
the working spirit of all involved. The Arauco team, the Valmet
team and all other participants of the project were totally committed
to getting us back to full production."

Joint efforts produce great results
There is no doubt that the work at the Arauco mill (Figure 8) was an
exceptional project with many people joining in the effort to
produce great results. Planning, design and technical expertise as
well as concerns for the health, safety, and environment of all those
involved were put to the test, because the conditions were so
different from any other service work experienced so far.
"What we can take from this is a great deal of experience for future
boiler repair work and a lot of respect for the power of Nature. Add
to that our understanding of a people's joint effort to rebuild their
society. It's an amazing resource," concluded Mauritz Djup, Valmet.
© Valmet

Figure 8. View of the recovery boiler
at Celulosa Arauco y Constitucíon S.A.
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Innovative Press Rebuild
A pulp mill in Canada wished to improve their pulping process, and approached Valmet to partner with
them to successfully achieve specific project goals. Valmet's ability to provide the entire package
(equipment and fabrics) was particularly attractive to mill management. Results have proven both the
innovative tandem felting concept and Valmet Fabrics capabilities.

Background
The mill makes softwood market pulp with basis weight 820-835 g/m2. The machine speed was between
360 and 600 fpm (out of a maximum design speed of 650 fpm). Normal pulp freeness is 600-670 CSF with
26% dryness at the couch roll.
The press section was a conventional straight through three-nip press with a lump breaker roll loaded
onto the couch roll. At the time of the rebuild, the lump breaker roll was not felted, the 1st and 3rd press
nips were double felted and the 2nd press was only bottom felted.

Purpose of the rebuild
The mill wished to increase production, being dryer limited in their airborne dryer, and approached a
select group of manufacturers for proposals. Management wanted to improve the pulp solids out of the
press section to enable a production increase of 100 air dried metric tonnes per day (ADMT/D). To
achieve this, various solutions were proposed by Valmet and other vendors.
Many machines have all their press sections top felted. The mill looked at independently top felting the 2nd
press. Unfortunately this would have required more rolls for the felt loop, a felt stretcher for just the 2nd
press top felt, a felt guiding system and all the framing to support the 2nd press top felt. This would have
been prohibitively expensive.
Valmet's solution was to bring the sheet out of the press section at higher dryness into the dryer section.
We would do so by removing water into the lump breaker press and 2nd press. (The increased loading in
the 3rd press would also remove more water. In the last press position on a market pulp machine loads can
be very high without damaging the sheet. In a market pulp machine, sheet properties aren't as important.
As long as the web doesn't fall apart in the pulp machine dryer section – it just needs to get to the cutter
layboy to be sheeted.)
The innovation Valmet brought was to top felt the 2nd and 3rd press with a single felt loop. This tandem
top felting concept was significantly less expensive, with the total project cost cut in half. Initially the mill
was hesitant. Their response was, "We've never seen anything like this before. How can we be sure it will
work?"
However, results Valmet had achieved at a southeastern USA mill running a similar tandem top felting
configuration, plus Valmet's surety of the concept and guarantees, eventually convinced them to give it a
try. Additionally, the beauty of the project was that anything the mill did was low risk. They could always
go back to the way it was before the rebuild with very minimal work.

© Valmet
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In the tandem felting concept the felt stretches between the 2nd press and 3rd press, and then relaxes after
the 3rd press, so different draws can be run on the two presses. This concept is used on some board
machines on a bottom felt (two press nips and one felt).

st

nd

Figure 9. The mill chose Valmet's solution - tandem felting of the lump breaker and 1 press, and tandem felting of the 2 press
rd
and 3 press.

The mill's ultimate decision was to tandem felt the lump breaker roll in the same loop as the 1st press top
felt, and tandem felt the 2nd press in the same loop as the 3rd press top felt (Figure 9).

Description of the rebuild
The rebuild required addition of new equipment and relocation of existing equipment as shown in Figure
10.

Lump breaker roll
The lump breaker roll loading was increased to accommodate for the opposing felt tension and be able to
provide the required nip load on to the couch roll.
A new lump breaker roll with PressWolf cover (complete with bearing and bearing housing), plus a spare
roll were supplied suitable for 86 PLI loading. The new roll was needed to allow the mill to increase lump
breaker loading in the future. The delivery also included a new set of loading cylinders with adaptors to
the loading arm. The PressWolf cover provides excellent rebound resilience with low compression set, no
after-hardening, good chemical resistance and maximum abrasion resistance.

© Valmet
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Figure 10. To enable top felting, new equipment was installed and existing equipment was relocated.

Uhle boxes
Felt conditioning always occurs in the dewatering and cleaning processes. The purpose is to remove as
much water as possible and take away all fibers, fillers, chemicals, pitch and other impurities, which
transfer from wet web to the felt. Cleaner felts enhance water removal throughout the felt life.
Uhle boxes work in a very corrosive
environment to clean the press felts. Assisted
by a powerful vacuum, the Uhle box gets the
press felt ready for the next cycle through the
press nips. Valmet's UhleBox (Figure 11) can
handle the most demanding dewatering
conditions with a robust design which
ensures vibration-free operation.

Figure 11. A Valmet UhleBox improves felt performance by
eliminating excessive fibers, fillers and chemicals.

Fibers from the press felt pile up inside the Uhle box so in order to maintain peak Uhle box operation and
press section running efficiency, the Uhle box unit must periodically be turned away from the sheet for a
thorough cleaning. The Valmet UhleBox can be turned during operation and the blades can be changed
while the machine is running.
Each top felt run was modified to accommodate a Uhle box with lube shower and a save-all installed
between the press nips in each tandem felt group. This equipment will condition the felt before entering
the next press nip.
Two new single slot Uhle boxes were delivered complete with IBS herringbone poly covers and lube
showers.

© Valmet
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Walkway platforms
A new walkway platform was provided for access to the Uhle box and its shower after the lump breaker
roll for the tending side. The delivery included a double platform (L-shaped) to replace the existing one at
the 1st press with a vertical ladder connecting to a new mid-level double platform. The existing mid-level
platform at the drive side near the lump breaker roll was re-used. The existing cross walks over the lump
breaker roll and 2nd press were relocated to suit the new felt run.

Save-all pans
A new save-all pan was supplied to capture the water from each Uhle box lube shower. The design is of a
double wall construction to minimize under side condensation.

Automatic felt stretcher
Fabrics are the most important web transfer component on a paper or a board machine. Web run
problems may lead to speed decreases and ultimately to production losses. Valmet's stretchers ensure
constant fabric tension and thus enable smooth web runnability. Better fabric tension control maximizes
fabric service life.
A new automatic FeltStretch P felt stretcher
(Figure 12) was supplied to keep the 1st press and
lump breaker tandem felt tension steady during the
machine run. If for some reason the lump breaker
roll is raised from its operating position, the
stretcher will compensate for the slack in tension in
order not to lose the felt. (When a press section
loads and unloads there is little difference in the felt
tension/length, but when a lump breaker
loads/unloads there is a significant change in felt
tension/length. The lump breaker is typically only
raised during a break for cleanup if needed.)

Figure 12. The FeltStretch P pneumatic felt stretcher is
designed for fabric control with minimum maintenance.

The stretcher is equipped with a manual felt squaring hand wheel. The delivery included new posts and
pads to adapt the stretcher to the existing top felt run.
In the press section, automatic felt seam straightening is an
option with Valmet's hydraulic and pneumatic felt stretchers.
With seam straightening the shaping and wear of the felts can be
controlled and the useful life of felts can be extended.
All Valmet stretchers come with gear transmissions. No chains
are used (Figure 13). This results in a non-vibrating design with a
minimum number of wearing parts and reduced maintenance
needs. The unique and simple design features minimal clearances
providing solid, vibration-free operation and accurate stretching.
The fabric is stretched by means of a movable cross-machine roll
which is situated such that when the roll moves in the machine
© Valmet

Figure 13. Valmet stretchers require
minimal clearances, using gear
transmissions rather than chains.
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direction, the length of the fabric loop changes accordingly. The roll is mounted by its bearing to the
stretcher carriages, and as the carriages move, they also move the roll, changing the length of the fabric
loop and stretching the fabric.
With the FeltStretch P, the stretching force is created by means of a pneumatic cylinder in which the
suitable stretching pressure is applied. The air motor in the stretcher is not used for changing the tension
achieved with the cylinder. The motor is only used for returning the cylinder into an operating range by
transferring the carriages and hence also the stretching shaft. A constant pressure of 60 to 75 PSI is
applied at the air motor. The cylinder pressure is typically set at 50% of the pressure corresponding to the
desired tension.
If pressure is lost during disturbances, such as breaking the air motor pressure hose or depressurization of
the supply piping, the stretcher maintains the tension needed. This gives greater operational safety and
protects the fabrics from damage. The pneumatic model features flexible stretching based on the elastic
properties of the bellows. Should the clothing stretch due to shrinkage or slacken due to yielding, the
position of the cross-shaft will automatically change while the tension will remain as set. This also protects
fabrics during disturbances.
Felt tension is controlled automatically in the first tandem loop. The mill is very happy with the
performance of Valmet's felt stretcher.
The 2nd loop has manual felt tension adjustment.
Manual felt tension adjustment existed previously in the
1st and 3rd top felt loops. It was changed to automatic in
the lump breaker/1st press loop because the lump
breaker moves significantly.

New top felts
The mill preferred a single vendor for the press rebuild,
so they chose an all-Valmet delivery - machinery and
fabrics. Combining fabrics with the rest of Valmet
machinery delivery gave Valmet a chance to prove they
could deliver all the goods; one-stop shopping.
The mill's paper machine at the same location as the
pulp machine had been having success with Valmet
fabrics. They were running a UniStar dryer felt on the 1st
UnoRun and TamStar fabrics in two other positions on
the former. The paper mill continues to become
comfortable with Valmet fabrics. Since the pulp mill
rebuild, the paper machine has added more Valmet
fabrics, including the backing wire position on the
former and a 4th top dryer felt.
Valmet's SeamStar 9807DS top felts (Figure 14) were
installed as part of the pulp mill tandem top felt rebuild,
© Valmet

Figure 14. Example comparison of Valmet felts,
showing base weave weight, total felt weave
weight, and batt weights of paper side, middle
batt and roll side, and the resulting air
permeability of each fabric (in cfm).
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provided by the Valmet Fabrics group. Since the rebuild, the mill has switched to Valmet SeamMaster
Open 39807DS fabrics (Figure 14) which are polyurethane coated and have increased fabric life to over
120 days. The SeamStar felts had already surpassed the water handling capabilities of the previously
installed fabrics; however SeamMaster Open is superior in water removal to any other fabric
manufacturer's products.
The SeamMaster Open fabrics (Figure 15) are a
quadruple layer with double seam. The double seam is
needed due to the draw between the lump breaker and
1st press. There is 35 pli resistance on a tensile machine
for each seam, so now the mill has 70 pli resistance vs.
stretch. The draw between the 2nd and 3rd isn't as high
because there is more water out and the sheet is dryer
with less stress on the actual sheet.
All felts will withstand stretching and relaxing, however
the double seaming was critical for this tandem felt
delivery. There is built-in elasticity with the weaving
pattern which is not straight. Each felt is pulled
straight, and then relaxes.

Figure 15. SeamMaster Open combines the
transfer properties of an impermeable belt with
the water removal properties of an extremely fine
felt resulting in a high-class press fabric with
excellent characteristics. The operating window is
virtually constant, with the felt starting up right
away and operating uniformly throughout the
desired running life.

The mill chose the tandem felting style in large part due to success with a similar configuration installed
by Valmet at a southeastern USA mill. This mill ran well with double seamed Valmet fabrics and showed
good felt life.
It's always less expensive to take out water in the press rather than the dryer section(s). In the press section
- overall the 1st press removes 75-80% of water, the 2nd press removes 10-15% and usually about 5% max in
the 3rd press. Together, that determines the press efficiency and whether each press is doing its job.
With the SeamMaster Open quadruple layer there is superior void volume which allows handling a lot
more water than in a double layer, which is what the mill needed. They now get more water out in the
lump breaker and 1st press and are dryer in the 2nd and 3rd press, improving efficiency.

Startup - shutdown and installation
Shutdown and installation occurred in late-May / early-June of 2011. The startup went very smoothly,
with good cooperation between the mill and all suppliers on the project. Of course, no startup runs
without hiccups – including a mysterious motor kick-out, conversion from DCS to PLC meaning controls
not working as expected, running a spare felt, and extra operator training requirements.
Due to the tandem felting, draws were handled differently than operators were expecting – more dryness,
felt being pulled, etc. Valmet's experience with the USA mill came into play, and the Valmet on-site team
worked with the operators providing special training until they were able to adjust draw while pulling a
now-felted sheet.

© Valmet
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Excellent results
Valmet's solution has proven worthy of the mill's confidence, both in economic and reliability terms. The
new tandem double felted press section has been operating reliably at the mill for over a year and the mill
is confident about the future.
Valmet didn't guarantee a production increase, just a solids increase (2.2%). During the installation a new
steambox and new drainage elements were installed on the fourdrinier by other manufacturers. It would
be very difficult to determine which components actually provided the production increase. Therefore
since the mill didn't have a good baseline for comparison, and production increase has exceeded
expectations, management decided not to do a Performance Guarantee Run.
However, the mill is now producing over 100 TPD more than before the rebuild. The pulp machine
actually runs faster (more production capacity) than the rest of the mill can consume, so the pulp machine
isn't even running at maximum capacity.
Valmet fabric experts inspected the felts for physical wear and batt removal several weeks after startup.
Batt is needled into the base of the fabric to anchor it, and with the tandem felting constant
tension/release cycle and Uhle boxes trying to draw the batt out the potential existed that the batt might
come loose. However, after six weeks there were no signs of wear in the SeamMaster Open fabrics. This
was not surprising, due to the batt being anchored securely. This, combined with the polyurethane
coating, extends the fabric life and means operators don't have to play with draws while spending an
inordinate amount of time breaking in a felt.

Figure 16. Excerpt from drainage survey conducted by Valmet ten months after the rebuild.
© Valmet
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Several months after the startup Valmet conducted a drainage survey of the press section (Figure 16). The
felt moisture ratio of the lump breaker and 1st press top tandem felt was superior to a non-SeamMaster
Open felt. This can be attributed to the felt holding its batt and keeping its void volume. Overall felt water
removal is at 44.1% which compares favorably to Valmet's database average of around 49%. The lump
breaker water removal is lower than normal but the sheet consistency off the fourdrinier is above any
reading Valmet has taken at 34%. Overall, the drainage survey indicated higher sheet consistency at all
measured locations. The felt has increased lump breaker and 1st press nip water removal (g/m2) compared
to previous results.
Similar good results were reported in the 2nd and 3rd press tandem top felt. Overall felt water removal was
at 19.8%. The database average is around 19%. The 2nd and 3rd press nip water removal (g/m2) was normal
as were the suction and Uhle box water removal.
The useful life of the top press felts has significantly increased. This, in turn, has increased machine
efficiency through longer felt service lives and less frequent felt replacement shutdowns. The resulting
boost in machine productivity has ensured a short investment payback period.
A side benefit to the rebuild is that both top felt loops are now the same length (86 ft). Since they're
interchangeable it allows the mill to minimize fabric inventory level.
As far as the mill is concerned, all targets have been met while product quality remains under control.
(The tandem felting has worked so well that at least one competitor has copied the configuration –
proving that imitation is indeed the sincerest form of flattery.)
After the rebuild the lump breaker was able to increase load to 86 pli. Future plans include replacing the
suction couch roll to allow the lump breaker to apply its maximum possible load. With a new suction
couch roll which can withstand higher loads, the lump breaker load can double - reaching 171 pli and
improving dryness further by one or two percent.
The startup was, from Valmet's point of view, a truly international team effort. A Valmet papermaker
from Pori, Finland and Valmet installation technicians from Montreal, QC, Canada combined with
Valmet trainers from Appleton, WI, USA and outstanding mill maintenance and operations personnel to
provide a seamless blend of knowledge, cooperation and effort. According to mill management - it was a
"good outage."

Innovation in coating – curtain coated linerboard
"Our customers want a low price but high quality. Curtain coating technology allows us to meet these
requirements," says Shu Junming, Vice General Manager, Ji'an Group Co, Ltd. The Ji'an mill, located in
Haiyan County, Jiaxing City in Zhejian Province, China, has successfully reduced the need for virgin pulp
in its coated white top liner production.
There were two options when the Ji'an Group was making a decision about the coating technology for its
new Valmet-supplied coated board production line PM 3. Option 1 was to go for traditional blade coating
with two or three blade coating stations and the conventional way to produce coated white top liner. The
three-ply base board would consist of a top ply of bleached kraft pulp, an under top of DIP and a bottom

© Valmet
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ply of OCC. Coating would be applied on white top
base board. The quality of the coating layer was not a
major issue because the base board would be white
anyway.
However, option 2 presented a tempting – almost
daring – alternative: Valmet's novel multi-ply
OptiLayer curtain coating (Figure 17). It would mean
Figure 17. The OptiLayer curtain coating station is
creating a totally new grade, curtain coated liner board
very compact in size.
for the Chinese market that would beneﬁt both the mill
and its customers. In this grade, there would be no, or
signiﬁcantly less, virgin ﬁbers in the base board because white chemical pulp would not be needed in the
top ply. The brown base board would be coated with blade coating, two-layer curtain coating and again
with blade coating.

Brown becomes totally white with curtain coating
The coating process and new grade was developed through successful cooperation between the Ji'an
Group, Valmet and Styron to get the most out of curtain coating. Styron is one of the leading companies
that provide chemicals for the paper industry. Before the big decision was made, Ji'an, Valmet and Styron
ran a number of coating trials in Finland and Switzerland with both white and brown base board. Blade
coating revealed a clear difference between the two bases. Whereas the white base board produced smooth
and uniform brightness after coating, the surface of the brown base board showed clear mottling of
brightness. In other words, the brown base partly showed through the coating layer made solely by blade
coating.
However, the simultaneous application of the two-layer curtain coating layers resulted in excellent and
even coverage of the brown base board. And better yet, this curtain coated brown board had the same
superior physical and printing properties as standard coated white top
linerboard. The mill quickly recognized the cost savings potential of curtain
coating, provided the amount of virgin ﬁber could be signiﬁcantly reduced.
"The blade technology would have made it very difficult for us to be
competitive in the market, since the biggest challenge in producing coated
liner is its ﬁber cost. Our production line needs to be more capable and
produce something unique. Being able to offer our customers a better price
will be our core advantage when competing with our competitors in the
future," points out Shu Junming (Figure 18). "Curtain coating technology
will give us a cost saving advantage and also a wider selection of furnish
such as AOCC and mixed office waste instead of white pulp. We will be
able to supply a low-cost, high-quality product to the market."

Clear cost savings achieved
Today, curtain coating is an integral part of the Valmet-supplied
containerboard line that started up at the Ji'an mill in November 2011. The
7.25-m-wide PM 3 is the world's fastest coated board machine with a design
© Valmet

Figure 18. "Valmet's
technology support and its
experienced experts have
been very important," says
Shu Junming.
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speed of 1,200 m/min. Its annual production capacity
is approximately 475,000 tonnes of coated and
uncoated white top testliner in the basis weight range
of 130-280 g/m2.
Since uniform-coverage curtain coating makes it
possible to run PM 3 without expensive bleached
ﬁber, the mill has been able to optimize raw material
Figure 19. Li Congding and Wen Xuefeng from Ji'an
costs and thereby reach clear savings in production
and Valmet's Project Manager Wenwei Liu making
costs. "The cost saving is estimated to be 200 RMB per
sure everything works as planned.
produced paper tonne compared to conventional
grade," says Wen Xuefeng, Mill Manager at Ji'an (Figure 19). "Feedback from the market has been
positive, and orders for the new grade have been increasing. This is closely linked to our improvement in
board quality." At the moment, PM 3 produces about 50% coated and 50% uncoated linerboard. In the
future, the target is to run about 70% of coated linerboard.

High physical and printing properties
Coating coverage as well as other physical and printing properties, such as brightness uniformity,
smoothness and gloss, are on a high level with the curtain coating.
The coating weight is approximately 30 grams in total.
"The appearance of the curtain coated board made from AOCC
and OCC is the same as that of white top coated liner made from
bleached pulp when the coating formula has been adjusted
correctly," Xuefeng adds.
Multilayer curtain coating technology has demonstrated its
capabilities to the satisfaction of Ji'an mill. According to Li
Congding, Technical Manager, the overall performance and
efficiency of the new coating line have been good.
"Valmet's technology support and its experienced experts have
been very important. After all, most of our staff had never even
touched a coating machine before. I appreciate all the knowledge
and ideas about the new process that we have been provided. This
will enable us to make good use of the curtain coating technology,"
Shu Junming concludes.

OptiLayer C curtain coating principle
In curtain coating, one to three coating layers are applied at the
same time (Figure 20), thus the name multi-layer coating. It
creates an even coating layer regardless of the base surface. By
fine-tuning the functionalities of different layers in a cost-efficient
way, it is possible to customize the product's surface properties
and improve its optical properties. The application of coating
© Valmet

Figure 20. OptiLayer C curtain
coating principle
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layers within one station minimizes coating-related drying and space needs, which is especially important
in rebuilds. Benefits of the curtain coating principle include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production cost savings
Each layer can be tuned for the desired property and cost
Stable and even proﬁles, no need for adjustment
Excellent runnability and efficiency
Easy curtain width control
Wide development possibilities in quality, production costs and raw materials

Creating an innovative calender – start in the kitchen
When the young engineering student Mika Viljanmaa came to Valmet in 1996 to complete his Master's
thesis he was given an interesting challenge, to develop an entirely new calender. His development work
reached its climax quite recently: Viljanmaa was awarded the highly respected Marcus Wallenberg Prize
for the development of metal belt calendering technology, i.e. the ValZone calender (Figure 21). "My
Master's thesis was now completed," as he himself jokingly
says.
The project has seen many turns during these sixteen years.
"Calendering, which is based on the combination of heat and
compressive force, improves the surface of the paper and
hence also the print quality. However, conventional
calendering is both heat and time limited, so I started thinking
if it would be possible to increase the length of the calendering
zone. A band saw used by butchers to cut meat gave me a great
idea: a nip formed of surfaces curving in the same direction
could be the solution for optimizing the calender's dwell time
and allowing the paper to be treated on both sides at the same
time," says Viljanmaa, running through the initial stages of the
development work.

Figure 21. Mika Viljanmaa (left) is
awarded the Wallenberg Prize for his
ground-breaking development of metal
belt calendering technology by the
Swedish King, His Majesty Carl XVI Gustaf
(center) as Marcus Wallenberg (right)
watches. (photo: Janne Eriksson/MWP).

This perception prompted his experiments – the first ones taking place at home in the kitchen, using
cooker and iron. "I switched on the cooker plate, heated up the iron and pressed paper between the hot
surfaces. It was not always possible to adjust the heat of the plate accurately enough, so pieces of paper
would sometimes get burnt, but as I carried on with the experiments I became fully convinced that the
idea worked."
The basic idea for metal belt calendaring was protected at that time, but was put on hold until the start of
the 2000s when it was returned to and the actual mechanical experiments were launched. A pilot calendar
was constructed to test and develop the idea, and as work progressed everyone became more and more
confident in the new technology.

First metal belt calender at Simpele
The commercial breakthrough came at the start of 2006 when M-real (now Metsä Board), who had
trusted in new and revolutionary Valmet technology many times before, together with Valmet started up
© Valmet
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the first metal belt calender for the B3 board machine at its Simpele
mill in Finland. "The project to upgrade B3 at Simpele was extensive
and a lot of new technology was delivered for the machine. The
ValZone metal belt calender, which replaced the Yankee cylinder, was
a central part of the project and enabled the implementation of many
other upgrades," explains Viljanmaa. The confidence in Valmet's
technology has paid off for Simpele: the board produced at the mill is
currently among the best in the world and annual production capacity
has grown significantly from the time of the upgrade project (Figure
22).
"There is also another reason why I will always remember the start-up
of the first ValZone project. The project's start-up was in full swing
and tail threading under way when I received a phone call which
instantly placed everything else second. I jumped into my car and
made it to the maternity ward in Helsinki just in time to see my first
son being born. That date, April 6th 2006, is easy to remember," says
Viljanmaa with a smile.

Figure 22. Mika Viljanmaa points
out that it is easy to see the
difference between two milk
cartons, one of which is produced
with the ValZone technology and
the other one with conventional
calendering. The carton produced
with ValZone has an even print
surface, with richer color and no
cloudiness.

ValZone also an elite environmental product
Since the first delivery project, ValZone technology has been sold around the world for both board and
paper machines and the method has unquestionably demonstrated its advantages. Compared with
conventional calendering, advanced long nip metal belt calendering produces paper and board with better
surface smoothness at a desired level of stiffness and bulk, but with 3-10% less fiber raw material.
"ValZone is a genuine environmental product. A milk carton made from ValZone calendered board is 6%
lighter than that made with conventional calendering as the technology allows the carton to be made from
lighter board with lower basis weight. We have calculated that with an annual production capacity of
300,000 tonnes, over 700 million milk cartons could be produced out of the annual raw material savings
achieved by ValZone. Placed end to end, these milk cartons would go around the world 4.3 times! Thanks
to ValZone, 6-7 out of every 100 trees that would normally be felled can be left standing."
"Top quality with less raw materials – this is ValZone's basic idea," Viljanmaa sums up.

A creative inventor is rewarded
What kind of a man is Marcus Wallenberg Prize winner Mika Viljanmaa? In his own words, he is a
normal engineer who has always been interested in how things work and getting to the bottom of various
phenomena. Viljanmaa is a prolific inventor with 134 protected inventions with 57 of these related to
metal belt technology.
"The Wallenberg Prize came as a total surprise to me. Our core team, which includes Henri Vaittinen,
Paper Technology Manager, Kari Hasanen, Product Development Engineer, and Markku Kirvesmäki, a
partner responsible for the project design, has, with a number of other Valmet employees, worked very
hard to develop metal belt technology and it is great that the results of our work have now been
acknowledged by the Foundation," says Viljanmaa.
© Valmet
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Viljanmaa tells that the prize money of SEK 2
million has not changed his everyday life much,
but admits that his collection of motorbikes has
since grown by a Honda CBX from 1979. When
at leisure, he greatly enjoys restoring the bike, in
addition to spending time with the family or
practicing glider flying in the skies. Creative work
needs a counterbalance.

ValZone calendar overview
One long zone provides unlimited
production potential

Figure 23. The ValZone calender features a smooth,
heated metal belt and a thermo roll that calenders both
web sides in a one-meter-long calendering zone.

With ValZone (Figure 23), the traditional
calendering nip has been replaced with a onemeter-long machine direction calendering zone. The ValZone calender has a smooth, heated metal belt
and a thermo roll that calenders both web sides simultaneously in one extended zone.

Up to 40% more production
The ValZone calendar boosts production capacity by removing existing bottlenecks, such as the Yankee
cylinder and wet stacks. Full-width calendaring also removes trim losses. For example with board, you can
expect a major production capacity increase of up to 20-40%.

Improved stiffness and printability
The ValZone calender also contributes to significant quality improvements. For example, it improves bulk
and bending stiffness in board grades, contributing to significant raw material savings. For converters, the
quality boost gained with the ValZone calendar results in excellent printability, even ink setting, and a
decreased print mottling tendency.

Save energy with innovative roll cover
Bicycle and automobile operators may know that low tire rolling resistance will save them lots of sweat
and fuel. But have you ever thought about the rolling resistance of rolls when operating a paper machine?
Part of the rolling resistance of press rolls is basically attributable to the energy lost in nip contact through
the deformation and recovery of the roll cover. This roll cover deformation is, of course, very desirable in
terms of proper nip length and nip pressure. Without roll cover deformation, we would destroy the paper
web in many cases and have an inefficient dewatering process. When the hardness of the roll cover, i.e. its
elastic modulus, needs to be fixed at a certain level, the rolling resistance of the roll cover is determined by
other properties of the cover material.

Reduced energy consumption with PressPolar roll covers
Saving energy has been one of the main themes for Valmet's roll cover development program. Our
intensive research and trial work has just recently produced some impressive publishable results.
Valmet's new polyurethane roll cover, PressPolar, offers new opportunities for energy savings. Thanks to
a new type of polymer material, the rolling resistance of the roll cover is only a fraction of the resistance
© Valmet
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associated with traditional roll cover products.
PressPolar is primarily targeted for highly loaded
(linear load 300-350 kN/m) press rolls
experiencing the greatest roll cover deformation
under nip loads.
A simulated drive power comparison between a
traditional roll cover (WelPress II) and the new
PressPolar cover is illustrated in Figure 24. The
higher the speed (higher nip frequency) and the
Figure 24. Simulated drive power comparison between
nip load (higher deformation), the greater the
traditional roll cover (WelPress II) and new PressPolar.
effect of the roll cover. PressPolar offers
PressPolar offers remarkable drive energy savings, even
remarkable drive energy savings, even at slower
at slower speeds. 40 kW difference = energy 346 MWh/a
= potential savings up to EUR 30,000/year
speeds. For example, a 40 kW cut in drive power
conserves 340 MWh annually. Depending on
local electricity rates, related savings may reach 30,000 euros per year. In addition to extensive theoretical
work, the feasibility of corresponding drive power reductions has also been proven on real production
machines.
Besides saving drive energy, PressPolar covers work without internal water cooling. This means savings in
related water pumping and cooling system maintenance. Water diffusion inside the cover material can
also be avoided when internal water cooling is not used. Furthermore, PressPolar is one of the most
abrasion-resistant and durable polyurethane-based roll cover materials available in the papermaking
industry today.

Valmet advances polyurethane roll cover technology
Back in the 1980's, Valmet was a pioneer in the application of polyurethane as a viable roll covering
material. From those early experiments right up to today, the use of polyurethane has evolved more than
any roll covering technology used in the papermaking process.
With the advent of PressFox™, Valmet embarked on a totally new approach to polyurethane technology.
Valmet began a strategy that would allow us to blend polyurethanes with the best properties possible for
papermakers. Gone were the limits on temperatures to process curatives, viscosity limits on resins and
compromises which were physical in nature and not optimum for the best materials and best conditions
for reactions.
Valmet redesigned the polyurethane manufacturing process from top to bottom. If a curative needed to be
at 100°C (212°F) then Valmet would design the equipment to melt, process and tune the heating to the
desired temperature. If the best prepolymer required a viscosity in the 6,000 centipoise range, Valmet
would design pumping, flow meters and piping to accommodate the optimum processing of the raw
materials. This systematic approach was then applied in the development of the worlds most advanced
polyurethane machine built, located in Neenah, Wisconsin.
In August of 2012, Valmet's Neenah Roll Facility began production of polyurethane covers with the most
technologically advanced polyurethane roll covering system in the world. The equipment will produce
© Valmet
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Valmet's popular PressFox™ and VacuFox™ covers as well as newer covers like PressPolar™. The system is
designed to handle the complete range of prepolymer resins and curatives with precise control and to
handle the materials under parameters which maximize their properties. The Neenah project was a
precursor to two additional plant upgrades, one in Valmet's Federal Way, Washington plant and one at
the Columbus, Mississippi plant. Those two plants are modifying their existing equipment and adding
components to a similar technology level.

Teamwork contributes to advancement

Figure 25. Making Valmet the most innovative roll covering manufacturer was a team effort.

The project involved many levels of internal and external partnership to fully develop, manufacture and
start-up. Greg VanHandel and Kari Lindberg provided the vision and resources while Heikki Kettunen,
Jani Turunen and Balaji Srinivasan worked on new recipes and methods of manufacture.
Engineers Raymond Lee and Joe Cook worked with leading machine suppliers to design equipment for
the newer higher viscosity resins used in the most advanced covers. Jukka-Pekka Liukkonen and others
worked with control equipment suppliers to provide an entirely new control platform.
At the Neenah Shop, Bill Crichton, Ricci Giordana and others worked on the infrastructure and training
for new operations personnel. Product management and applications technology will be provided by
Samppa Ahmaniemi, Mike Stoltz, and David Williams among others. Together the team represents
centuries of roll building, material technology and papermaking skills. The new custom designed
equipment incorporates lessons learned from past roll covering machines as well as the latest technology
which is available today.

Summary
Innovation, whether process, equipment, service or the personnel who make it happen, is key to Valmet's
and your profitable growth. By employing innovative products and services from Valmet and combining
them with your product production knowhow – the best results can be achieved. Trust Valmet for an
innovative approach to service, equipment design and rebuilds for your machine lines.
© Valmet
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This white paper combines technical information obtained from Valmet personnel and published Valmet articles and
papers.
Valmet provides competitive technologies and services to the pulp, energy and paper industries. Valmet's pulp, paper
and power professionals specialize in processes, machinery, equipment, services, paper machine clothing and filter
fabrics. Our offering and experience cover the entire process life cycle including new production lines, rebuilds and
services.
We are committed to moving our customers' performance forward.
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